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Accelerate Business Growth with 360° Digital Marketing

                  Driving 3X Leads, Sales, and ROI through Strategy, Data, and Creativity!

                  SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION
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                      Compelling Growth Marketing Case Studies

                     Our digital marketing case studies demonstrate our ability to help clients from various industries realize phenomenal growth through data and analytics. We have shown that we can move the needle on sales and maximize marketing spending and operational efficiency. Our data-first approach makes valuable results actionable information with the goal of growth.
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                     Trusted By Leading Brands To Drive Results


                    We partner with leading companies across technology, retail, healthcare, and other sectors, from Fortune 500s to startups, to solve their most complex business problems. Leveraging data, analytics, and advanced AI, we aim to drive tangible results for our clients - increasing sales, improving customer experience, and ensuring overall progress. Our results-oriented approach has built a history of client success and satisfaction over many years.

                    

                     Trusted by Industry Leaders
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                  Powerful Digital Marketing Solutions for Your Brand's Success

                  Win for your brand’s success with the ultimate edge in digital marketing. Our digital marketing services use powerful and strategic tools in our successful campaigns with unique capabilities for exceptional results. Leverage our customized digital marketing tools, take your online presence to the next level, and experience tremendous growth with our cutting-edge digital marketing solutions. Come along and let your brand reach its maximum capacity!

                  
               

            

            
               
                  

                  
                     

                     Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

                     We offer proven SEO services to boost your search rankings, including on-page and off-page optimization. Our techniques cover keyword targeting, content creation, link building, and site audits.

                     Read More 🡢
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                     Social Media Marketing

                     From strategy and creativity to community management, our holistic social media digital marketing approach spotlights the brand where your customers spend time. 

                     Read More 🡢
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                     Content Marketing

                     Our digital content marketing firm creates blogs, infographics, videos, and other content tailored to attract and assist your ideal buyer personas from awareness to consideration.

                     Read More 🡢
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                     Pay-Per-Click Advertising (PPC)

                     Our PPC services design high-converting PPC ads across Google, Bing, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn through ad copywriting, daily budget management, and data analysis. 

                     Read More 🡢
                  

                  

                  
                     

                     Email Marketing

                     Our online marketing service nurtures contacts through well-designed email campaigns, discounts, drip sequences, and more to become warm leads and loyal customers. 

                     Read More 🡢
                  

                  

                  
                     

                     Influencer Marketing

                     Our digital marketing company identifies relevant influencers with engaged niche audiences that align with your brand. Our negotiated rates are based on followers and engagement. 

                     Read More 🡢
                  

               

            

         


         
            
               
                  Testimonials That Resonate Strongly

                  We emphasize a strategic approach, technical strengths, and the partnership mindset that helps our clients succeed. They appreciate our ability to integrate industry knowledge with breakthrough data science to deliver practical actions that lead to tangible business results. This is why the clients trust us year after year because of our non-stop concentration on results, hands-on partnership, and love for data-driven development.


                   Don't Take Our Word For It 
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                     Data-Driven Marketing That Delivers




                    Our agile team at brandupX consists of strategists, creators, and analytics experts united by one goal: data-informed marketing that generates results. Blending analytical minds with imaginative thinking, we help brands forge meaningful connections with their audiences. Our strategic approach leverages hard data to optimize campaigns and deliver the right message to customers. Success isn't vanity metrics for us - it's driving real business outcomes through savvy 
                    

                     Trusted by Industry Leaders


                  

               

            

         

         
         
         
         
         
         

         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              BrandupX is a most innovative digital marketing and SEO company in Pune

                              
                           

                        

                        BrandupX is an SEO and digital marketing agency based out of Pune working for a global clientele. We have spent 6 glorious years serving more than 40 clients, including a handful of startups and growing entities for SEO and digital marketing. We have 99% success track record in all the works we did.
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                                 HIGHER TRAFFIC

                                 Better SEO can bring a huge influx of users on your website. BrandupX can help any business to get found on Google, which should be the first priority for any enterprise. Be it a startup or a settled brand, all need footfalls.

                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 

                                 HIGHER SALES

                                 Hire best practicing digital marketing agency BrandupX to improve unique and recurring sales. Organic and inorganic marketing can be deployed to improve sales and marketing. We have the solution, and we are the solution.

                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 

                                 IMPROVED BRANDING

                                 Brands get increased attention when their website gets the desired traffic, and sales conversion is on the higher side. Our tactful digital marketing i.e. social media marketing (SMO), Search engine marketing (SEO), Google Adwords (SEM), Facebook marketing and content marketing techniques can do wonders.

                              

                           

                           
                              
                                 

                                 MARKET READY

                                 Digital marketing backed by strong analytics and data can make your sales and marketing efforts stronger. Our each of every marketing campaign, be it Facebook adverts or search engine optimization, is driven by analytics and that is what makes any campaign perfect.
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                     Consistently Driving Measurable Results





                    Our proven track record demonstrates consistent success in boosting sales, improving efficiency, and maximizing customer value. Whether achieving a 15% higher conversion rate or doubling online sales, our data-driven approach consistently delivers tangible and reliable results. Our expertise lies in strategically shifting key indicators and KPIs backed by data-driven insights that clients can trust.


                    

                     Moving The Needle For Clients
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                            We are currently available for new projects.
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                     Portfolio Showcasing Centric Results for Renowned Brands

                     Our portfolio reflects impactful data-driven marketing, engaging content, and innovative assets crafted for industry leaders. Collaborating closely with clients, we excel in mastering digital marketing, creating everything from viral video campaigns to personalized landing pages that double conversions. Our successes highlight our strategic expertise and impactful marketing initiatives.


                    

                     Proven Results for Brands We've Partnered With.
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                  Pricing Tables
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                        Skill sets & expertise

                        Our digital marketing experters are inline with current trends in social media, SEO, Virtual advertising, Content marketing, digital PR & Branding. Digital conversions and interactions continue to grow, and consumers are switching faster to new trends in marketing.
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                     Artistic Perfection

                     Duis quam ante sodales quis finibus vest bulum erat ante vivamus id aliquam non. Ligula et sem aliqua duis quam ante sodales quis eros sed finibus vest bulum nisi ut quis erat ante vivamus id varius sem.
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                           How to Automate Leads & Sales with Smart Paid Advertising

                           Placeor massa justo, dapibus max lorimus nunc ut fusca, sodales tincidunt mimax lorimus nunc ut fusca, sodales tincidunt mimax lorimus nunc ut fusca, sodales tincidunt mimax lorimus nunc ut fusca, sodales tincidunt mi. Nullar felis nunc, semper mattis leo... Placeor massa justo, dapibus max lorimus nunc ut fusca, sodales tincidunt mi. Nullar felis nunc, semper mattis leo... Placeor massa justo...
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                   We curate strategies for budding start-ups as well as established firms, according to their demand and within their budget. We nurture well-trained and experienced digital marketing professionals.
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                 	 Facebook
	 Linkedin
	 Twitter 
	 Google maps


               

             
             
             
             

            
       
            
                  
                
              Location

                 
                   	Bharat

                  
                  BrandupX Digital Marketing

                  
                  
                  203, Supreme Centre, ITI Road, 

                  Next to Crossword, Aundh, 

                  Pune, Maharashtra 411007  
       
       
	 99229 55888
	 shiv@brandup.in



       
       
                     	Durban (South Africa)

                  
                 
                  
                  
       2 Ncondo Place, Ridgeside

       Umhlanga, SA

       
       
       
       
	 +27 79 467 7878
	 sales@brandup.in
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            Currently, We are offering digital marketing services in Pune, Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, NOIDA, Indore, Belgaum, Chandigarh, Nasik, Aurangabad, Lonavala, Ahmedabad, Surat and so on. We are serving in USA, US, Europen countries and Middle East.
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